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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an approach to
extract ontological structures from datasets generated by
health care users of social networking sites. The objective
of this approach is to exploit the user generated implicit
semantics as a complement to more formalized
knowledge representations. We aim for this latter to
leverage the adoption level of the Electronic Health
Record systems that are complaining from the shortage in
standards and controlled vocabularies.
Index Terms—Social networking sites, Ontologies, HER.

I. INTRODUCTION
In Web 2.0 Users are encouraged to add content,
manage it, and share it with other users in an interactive
and collaborative way. User content is created by users
without the contribution of experts. This makes them
relatively easy and rapid to build, conceptually simple,
cheap, facile to use, and highly scalable.
Generating, or manipulating content is based on all
kinds of terminologies varying from standard dictionary
words and compound expressions to jargon and nonsense
words. However, when a certain number of users agree
on a term to describe or react to a content, this starts to
look like a reasonable description of the content and
forms a consensus about the term. This looks like the
evolution of a natural language where a new word can be
invented immediately and added to the vocabulary.
Electronic Health Record (EHR) is the documentation
of a client’s health status and healthcare in a secured
digital format[16]. It is not simply an electronic version
of the paper record as it offers different functionalities
such as an integrated view of patient data, clinical
decision support, clinician order entry, access to
knowledge resources, and integrated communication and
reporting support [17].
Even though the motivation of improved patient care
and availability of medical data was present, health-care
providers were hesitant to begin using this medical tool.
Specific reasons have been hypothesized for the lack of
EHR implementation [19], one of them is the lack of
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standards in the healthcare domain as various programs
are offering different features or using different standards
and making the exchange of data not possible. Another
reason is that EHR Always requires some process change
by the provider and medical staff, as it brings a more
rigid structure for entering information. Moreover
Adapting to new standards for entering and manipulating
information can be difficult initially and needs learning
and training.
We believe that the insufficient involvement of users in
the development of standards is a significant cause for the
current shortage and the unsatisfying coverage found in
domain ontologies [8][20][21].
In this paper, we adapt our approach to extract
terminologies from folksonomies [6] to be used in social
networking sites. The terminology is extracted from
healthcare social networking site as a lightweight
ontology. This later can be used as a communication
vocabulary, a way to exchange and manipulate
information between the different health information
systems communicating with the EHR, and also to enrich
the existing standards.
Our approach involves the healthcare providers in the
terminology building, so it resolves the problems of the
standards adoption and by the end, it improves the use
and the quality of the EHR.
In section 2, we describe some related works. We
outline the proposed approach and discuss the detailed
steps in section 3. Sections 4 and 5 introduce an
experimental methodology to evaluate the approach.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and points
directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS
The research area that extracts the collective
intelligence of the collaborative tagging systems was
vastly studied in recent years [6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
However, few are approaches that try to extract
ontological structures from social networking sites. We
tried to gather here some of them that are more similar to
our approach.
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In [1], the authors propose an automated approach for
Arabic slang lexicon extraction from microblogs for use
in Arabic sentiment analysis.
Stefano et al [2] present a method for modeling twitter
users supported by a hierarchical representation of their
interests, which they call a Twixonomy.
Hoang et al [3] propose a model to represent the
collection of microblogs into a knowledge base. In this
approach, the authors suggest combining many tweets in
the same context in order to resolve the tweets’ sparsity
problem (Given the size of a tweet, the information
obtained by a single post is often very partial)
The authors in [4] investigate whether semantic
relationships between entities can be learned from
analyzing microblog posts published on Twitter and they
found that Twitter is a suitable source as it allows for
discovering trending topics with higher accuracy and with
a lower delay in time than traditional news media.
In [5] the authors investigate a network-theoretic
model called tweetonomy in order to study emerging
semantics. They explore how the selection of the tweets
(which they call Social Awareness Streams) can lead to
different results. Their empirical findings demonstrate
that different social awareness stream aggregations
exhibit interesting differences, making them amenable to
different applications.
Brambilla et al [9] propose an approach to discover
low-frequency entities and establish their ontological
properties. According to the authors, although lowfrequency entities include emerging entities and may
have a high impact in the future, they are not getting the
same importance as most popular items in the process of
ontological knowledge. Thus, they propose a method for
discovering emerging entities by extracting them from
social content.
Markus in [10] proposes an ontology enrichment
pipeline that can automatically enrich a domain ontology
using: data extracted by a crawler from social media
applications, similarity measures, the DBpedia
knowledge base, a disambiguation algorithm and several
heuristics.
In [17], authors construct an ontology to model the
semantics of social media streams, in particular, trending
topics and public issues.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach to learning
hierarchical structures from healthcare social networking
sites. It consists of the following three main steps: 1)
representing microblogs as a graph of similarity between
terms. 2) Clustering by grouping similar concepts. 3)
Generating the hierarchy of concepts. The overall process
is depicted in figure1.
A. Graph representation of microblogs
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The approach collects data from selected hospital
Twitter pages and represents them as a graph showing the
association of concepts. This activity is performed in
many steps:
a) The data are cleaned and filtered by removing stop
words.
b) We recognize microblogs as a set of concepts that
have their complex internal semantic relationships;
furthermore, the sparsity of microblog messages
(i.e., the limited length of messages) makes it
challenging to extract semantics from them. For
this reason, we use a concept mapping that
matches the terms in each document to the entry
terms in MeSH and then maps the selected Entry
terms into MeSH Descriptors. If the word doesn’t
have any entry in Mesh, we map it to it most
similar concept based on Levenshtein similarity.
These descriptions are added to each post having
the matched word.
c) After that, each post will be split into words and
stored in a text file containing in each line one
word, the ID of the user creating the post and the
post ID.
d) Generality degree of each tag is generated based
on FDU [6]. This measure needs to be adapted to
fit the social network’s different structure than the
folksonomy. To this extent, we consider the post
terms as tags, and we count the number of distinct
users using this term in their posts as follow.
∀ t, T , uU,FDU(t) = card{(u) ∈ U|t ∈ t up }

(1)

Where t∈T are terms, u∈ U are users, p∈ P are posts
t up are terms used by the user “u” in the post p.
e) Building the association graph: This graph
describes the associations between the different
words used in microblogs. These associations are
based on the similarity degree between these
concepts. We use here the NCDU [6] similarity
measure as it proved its quality against coocurrence and Cosine. NCDU also needs to be
adapted to our new case as follow:∀ t1, t2T ,
uU:
NCDU(t1 , t 2 ) =

∑u wu (t1 ,t2 )
min(FDU(t1 ),FDU(t2 ))

(2)

Where 𝐰𝐮 (𝐭 𝟏 , 𝐭 𝟐 ) are the values of the term-term peruser binary representations, described as follow:
∀(t1 , t 2 )T , uU, pP
wu (t1 , t 2 )
1
if ∃ t up ∶ (t1 , t 2 ) ∈ p
={
0
else
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Fig.1. The proposed approach

B. Clustering by combining similar terms
In this step, we generate clusters by combining similar
concepts. The number of clusters is not known a priory.
Thus, we need an algorithm that starts with a set of terms
and combines them based on their meanings.
Furthermore, this algorithm is required to be able to
assign ambiguous terms (same terms having different
meanings) in more than one cluster depending on how
many senses they. In [6] we proposed an algorithm with
these characteristics and we evaluated its performance
by comparing it against FCM. In this paper, we use the
same algorithm with a small modification. The
amelioration we made consists to prevent generating
very small clusters by using a minimum size parameter
(at least each cluster contains the center and one
element). We attempt by this new version of the
algorithm to ameliorate the quality of the generated
clusters. Algorithm1 explains the clustering method.

Algorithm 1 : Clustering
Inputs:
- NCDU[n][n] /*The similarity matrix of terms
t1,…,tn*/
- a list of terms t1,…,tn in descending order of
their generality measured by FDU
- min_sim /* parameter for the threshold at which
a word is considered belonging to a cluster */
Output:
- c /* the generated clusters’ count*/
- U[n][c] /* the membership matrix of the
terms*/
1:
2:
3:
4:

C. Hierarchy generation
In this step, we induce a hierarchical organization
scheme from the initially flat space that captures the
semantics and the diversity of the shared knowledge.
In this paper, we adapt our algorithm for semantic
identification to be used in any texts and not only
folksonomies. Furthermore, we ameliorate the generated
taxonomy by connecting ambiguous tags using
“has_homonym”. This way a search in the hierarchy
with a given word will return all senses in case of
ambiguity. The hierarchy generation is described in
Algorithm2.
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5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Add the first term in the generality list as the
first center
Initialize the cluster count c=1
For all remaining tags t in the generality list
If NCDU[t][actualcenters] < minSim and there
is at list a tag t’ where NCDU[t][t’]> min_sim
then /* to ensure the cluster contains at list one
element */
Increment the cluster count by one
Add t as the new center
EndIf
EndFor
For all centers and for all tags
Calculate the membership value u as
NCDU[center][tag]
Endfor
EndFor
16: return (c, U)
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Algorithm 2: Hierarchy generation
Inputs:
- Lgenerality/*a list of terms t1,…,tn in descending
vertex order of their generality measured by FDU */
-Membership matrix of terms U[c][n]
- min_sim/* parameter for the threshold at which a word
is considered belonging to a cluster */
- c /* the centers count*/
- Centers[c] /* the centers set generated in the clustering
step*/
Output:
- Hierarchy
1: For each term t /* First we determin
ambiguous terms based on the clustering
results*/
2: Nc[t] =card { c / u[t][c]> min_sim} /* here we
calculate meanings’s count as the number of
clusters where t is included*/
3: Endfor
4: Hierarchy←< root>/* add root to the
hierarchy*/
5: for i=1 to c do
6: is_a( root , centers[i]) /* add all centers to the
hierarchy*/
7: Lgenerality. Remove(centers[i]);/* remove
centers from the generality list*/
8: end for
9: for i=0 to Lgeneralitydo / *for all terms in the
generality list*/
10: Get the term number i ‘ti ‘ from the generality
list
11: Ifti is an ambiguous tag (Nc[ti]>1) then
12: Is_a(ti , root) /* add ti underneath the root*/
13: For k=1 to Nc[ti] /* For all senses of ti*/
14: Identify the similar existing term tj to ti in the
hierarchy
15: ti’= concat (ti , (tj)) /* here new concepts are
generated by concatenating each ambiguous
term with its different meanings.*/
16: is_a (ti’ , tj) /* ti’ is added underneath tj */
17: has_homonym (ti , ti’) /* ti , ti’ are connected */
18: EndFor
19: Else /* ti is not ambiguous*/
20: Identify the most similar existing term tj to ti in
the hierarchy
21: is_a (ti , tj) /* ti is added underneath tj */
22: If no similar term exists for ti then
23: Is_a(ti , root) /* add ti underneath the root*/
24: End if
25: End if
26: End for
27: Return (Hierarchy)

IV. EXPERIMENTS
We perform a set of experiments in order to test the
results of applying our approach to user-generated
content other than folksonomies. The dataset is a set of

tweets we got from the open source Healthcare Twitter
Analysis Project 1 . In the following, we explain each
experimentation step.
A. Graph representation of microblogs
In this step, we generate a list of terms ordered by
their generality degree FDU, and a similarity matrix
NCDU.
Tables II and III depict excerpts of these
representations.
B. Clustering
As explained above, each term is assigned to one or
more clusters depending on how many senses it can have.
Table I shows some examples of ambiguous terms
detected by the algorithm.
Table I. An expert of discovered ambiguous terms with their context
Terms
Fluid
Glucose
Radiation
Support

C. Hierarchy generation
In this step, we have generated a hierarchy of terms
using the algorithm described in section III.C. Figure 2
illustrates an excerpt of this hierarchy.

Fig.2. An excerpt of the generated hierarchy

V. RESULTS
As for the overall approach, it was evaluated in depth
in previous works and it proves its quality. However, the
hierarchy generated in previous research was for English
terms and for its evaluation, we compared it against
manually built categorization schemes from WordNet
and Wikipedia.
In this research, we evaluate excerpts from our
generated hierarchy against healthcare ontologies
generated from social media by a group of experts in the
symplur project 2 (a healthcare social media analytics
company). Although their ontologies are not mature
enough, they can give us insight about the quality of our
results using a measure such as F-measure. Figure 3
depicts the comparison results where a high score of Fmeasure is recorded for each ontology.
1
2
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Cluster centers
liquid/behavior
substance/measurement
power/therapy
device/ care

http://healthcaredataanalysis.org/main/
https://www.symplur.com/
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0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
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VI. CONCLUSION

F-measure

In this paper, we have proposed an integrated
approach to extract ontological structures from
healthcare social networking sites. We proposed an
adaptation to our previous approach based on the threedimensional space of folksonomies to a simple text
processing approach. This adaptation also considers the
social dimension and it impacts on improving the quality
of the resulting semantics.
For future work, rigorous evaluations need to be
performed on the approach in order to get a more clear
view of the approach performance in real applications.
Furthermore, a lack of specificity in the existing
informatics taxonomies for terminology used to describe
the growing field of health information technology
(health IT) created the need for the development of a
specialized taxonomy [7]. For this purpose a new
ontology for health IT is planned as future work.

Fig.3. Evaluation

Despite these results, we need to compare it with more
accurate healthcare ontologies. The work is in progress
to find a good ontology for this purpose. Even though we
can say that the preliminary results are satisfactory.

Table II. An excerpt of generality list
Health
6561

Term
Generality degree

Heart
5114

Cardio
2030

Disease
890

Cancer
720

Cardiomyopathy
265

Table III. An excerpt of the NCDU Matrix
Leukaemia
0
0,86
0,52
1.21
0.04

Leukaemia
BloodCancer
Disease
Cholesterol
Hepatitis

BloodCancer
0,86
0
0.61
0.11
0,17
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